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FRONT VIEW
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PROJECT
TEAM
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• SUSAN DAVIES - EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
• MIKE RIGNEY - PROJECT MANAGER
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• KAREN PALUS - DIRECTOR 
• TILAH LARSON - SENIOR GRANT ANALYST  

The Ring the Peak trail (Ring) is part of the Colorado 16 
initiative to fulfill the Governor’s Colorado the Beautiful vision 
and create the connections that link us to the natural splendor 
that sets Colorado apart. This designation is the catalyst that 
set in motion the planning efforts to create the Ring the Peak 
Master Plan (Plan).  On behalf of the Trails and Open Space 
Coalition (TOSC), Friends of the Peak (FOTP) and the City of 
Colorado Springs, the Plan was prepared by the N.E.S. Inc. 
led Consultant Team. This Plan will guide the completion, 
future use, development and management of this unique 
trail that will circumnavigate Pikes Peak. The Plan is the 
product of a collaborative effort between the Project Team, 
Consultant Team, key stakeholders, private land owners and 
local residents.  

The Plan process has created the opportunity for state  
and federal agencies, the cities of Victor and Cripple Creek, 
Teller County, community organizations, and residents to 
meet, share information, provide input, and shape the future 
of the Ring. The Plan was made possible by a grant from 
Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO), a City of Colorado Springs 
administered grant. It has created opportunities to develop, 
connect and promote valuable natural, cultural, scenic and 
recreational resources throughout the Pikes Peak region. 

GREAT OUTDOORS COLORADO

• MATT BRADY - GRANTS OFFICER
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Photo by Friends of the Peak

The City of Cripple Creek and the City of Victor have been 
active partners in the planning process for the Ring and 
in creating the Plan. These communities identified and 
prioritized potential trails and recreation projects. They 
provided extensive staff time to the Ring planning process 
and meeting space.  Their support was invaluable in defining 
preferred trail corridors for the Ring. 

The success of this Plan is the result of significant time, effort 
and energy dedicated by the Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) 
and United States Forest Service (USFS). Their expertise and 
active participation through the planning process contributed 
to the development of practical implementation strategies for 
completing the Ring that are environmentally responsible. 

The Consultant Team acknowledges and thanks the 
community residents who contributed their insights, ideas, 
dreams and many hours to help create the Plan.  The Plan 
is much more likely to endure and yield positive action as a 
result of their collective contributions.
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INTRODUCTION
Completing the Ring around Pikes Peak has been actively 
pursued by trail advocates, FOTP and public land management 
organizations for decades and a community goal for many 
years. When completed, the Ring will be a magnet for 
adventure seekers and become an economic driver for the 
region. The Plan process included:  
• Develop a Plan to close the physical gap on the southwest 

side of the Ring 
• Develop a Plan for long-term management, operations 

and sustainability of the entire Ring

The strategically chosen path to accomplishing these goals 
was defined by a balanced scope of services that target three 
primary focus areas, each carefully planned, scheduled and 
coordinated to bring collective results.
• Focus on closing the community engagement gap. Build 

excitement in the community for the Ring and define user 
expectations for success.  Engage the community in a 
shared vision for the Ring.

• Focus on closing the southwest gap. Explore and 
evaluate trail corridor alternatives and define a preferred 
trail alignment to complete the Ring.

• Focus on closing the management gap. Engage 
stakeholders in planning a sustainable future for the Ring. 

AUTHORITY
The Ring was nominated by TOSC and FOTP to be part of  
Governor Hickenlooper’s Connect Colorado’s 16 trail initiative. 
Subsequently, the Ring was selected to be a Colorado’s 16 
trail, officially recognizing that the completion of the Ring trail 
creates: 
• A better connected network of trails statewide
• Improved links to expanded outdoor recreational 

opportunities
• Economic development opportunities for adjacent 

communities   

TOSC, FOTP and the City of Colorado Springs were awarded 
a GOCO Connect Initiative Colorado’s 16 Grant to hire a 
consultant team who would create a Master Plan to complete 
the Ring. The Ring traverses many jurisdictions and land 
ownerships (federal, state, county, local governments and 
private land).  Each entity has authority over the Ring as it 
passes through their respective property. To maintain the 
continuity of the Ring requires the communication, consensus 
and commitment of many individuals and organizations. 

APPROVAL  
Approval of the Plan should be vested with TOSC and 
FOTP, the sponsors and grant recipients, upon receipt of 
recommendations from the Plan’s Task Force (private land 
owners, local residents and the plan governmental, agency 
and organizational stakeholders). Colorado Springs Parks, 
Recreation and Cultural Services has an obligation to ensure 
that the Plan meets grant requirements, they are not an 
approving entity for purposes of the Plan’s recommendations 
or implementation 

Upon adoption, amendments to the Plan shall be approved 
by the Ring non-profit after recommendation of the Project 
Manager and the Task Force. It is important to note that 
the Plan Process cannot substitute for the USFS’s formal 
planning and environmental process. Instead, the Plan will 
inform future decisions and actions by the USFS. Any new 
improvements in the future not described in the Plan will 
require an amendment to the current Plan. 

Photo by N.E.S. Inc.
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ORIGIN OF THE RING
Beginning in 1997, a multi-agency group was formed by 
Colorado Springs Utilities to develop a comprehensive 
regional planning effort to strike a “balance between 
preservation of critical water and other natural resources and 
the desires for recreational access.” The process succeeded 
in engaging unprecedented public participation through a 
Citizen’s Advisory Group and a Technical Advisory Group to 
deal with complex resource and planning issues.

After two years of meetings, field work and research, a 
final plan was developed and adopted by public agencies 
and a number of non-profit organizations. The plan, titled 
The Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan, Colorado Springs to Cripple 
Creek, became a guiding document for resource agencies 
and partner organizations. The final plan’s regional vision 
designated a Perimeter Loop Trail consisting of a system of 
multi-use non-motorized trails that circle Pikes Peak. This 
system envisioned using existing roads and trails to complete 
the loop. This Perimeter Loop Trail provides the backbone for 
the existing Ring. This single concept, though large in scale, 
organizes the region’s recreational elements more than any 
other concept expressed.  The Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan was 
originally funded by GOCO, Colorado Spring Utilities and the 
USFS.  Once established as a concept, the execution of the 

project was passed from the USFS to FOTP who continues to 
dedicate countless hours to fulfilling the goals and vision of 
the Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan for the Ring. FOTP has worked 
with Pike National Forest staff and other organizations to 
build and maintain those portions of the trail designated as 
official segments of the Ring.  Although these segments 
make up most of the loop envisioned in the Multi-Use Plan, a 
gap remains on the southwest flank of the Peak in the vicinity 
of the cities of Cripple Creek and Victor. Through a public 
participation process, this Plan proposes a trail corridor and 
management and implementation strategies to complete the 
Ring. 

RELATED DOCUMENTS 
• Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan, Colorado Springs to Cripple 

Creek, September, 1999, Colorado Springs Utilities
• Plan for Recreational Use on Municipal Watershed Lands, 

August 6, 2010, Colorado Springs Utilities
• City of Cripple Creek Community Master Plan, June, 

2009, City of Cripple Creek
• Teller County Growth Management Plan, April, 1990 

Teller County and Woodland Park Planning Departments
• Teller County Parks, Trails &  Open Space Plan, November, 

1997, Teller County Division of Parks
• Southeast Teller County Regional Plan, November, 2004, 

Teller County Planning Department

Photo by Friends of the Peak
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PURPOSE
The Plan is intended to serve as a long-term guiding 
document for trail advocates, government organizations, 
land managers, non-profit organizations and volunteers  to 
close the southwest gap in the Ring and identify goals for 
the overall Ring. The Plan establishes the preferred trail 
corridor to close the southwest gap in the Ring. The Plan is 
also intended as a resource document and guide for land 
management agencies that reflects common interests and 
goals for the Ring. 

VISION
Over the years, the non-profit advocacy by FOTP has 
served as the catalyst and community voice for the Ring 
implementation.  In 2016, TOSC added their voice of advocacy 
to the project and joined efforts with FOTP to pursue funding 
through GOCO to develop a master plan for the southwest  
gap, effectively becoming the champions for completing 
the Ring.  While the U.S. Forest Service Pikes Peak Ranger 
District and Colorado Springs Utilities are expressly identified 
as the champions of the overall vision for the Pikes Peak 
Multi-Use Plan, TOSC should be the keeper of the vision for 
completing the southwest gap in the Ring and champions for 
implementation, long-term management and sustainability 
of the entire Ring.

GOALS & OBJECTIVES
Currently, existing trails and roads around Pikes Peak have 
been utilized where feasible for the Ring with the expectation 
that trail gaps will be connected over time.  Approximately 50 
miles of the Ring is completed. Four new sections were built 
by the local volunteer group, FOTP. Two critical gaps remain 
for completing the Ring; a gap on the northeast side of Pikes 
Peak and a gap on the southwest side of Pikes Peak. 

The northeast gap is being addressed by El Paso County Parks 
through the approved Master Plan for the Ute Pass Regional 
Trail. This Plan was created to address the southwest gap.

This gap on the southwest side of Pikes Peak is located 
amidst rugged terrain, with public ownership by the cities of 
Cripple Creek and Victor, Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), 
USFS and BLM, plus an estimated 10 to 15 private property 
owners. In addition, Cripple Creek and Victor have critical 
reservoirs currently off limits to public use. CPW manages 
a Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep habitat in the area of the Photo by N.E.S. Inc.

southwest gap and has designated a significant portion of 
the area where the trail corridor might be located as lands for 
big game animal winter habitat.

The main objective of the Plan is to develop a strategy and 
recommendations to complete the Ring by closing the 
southwest gap from Pancake Rocks on the west side of 
Pikes Peak (north of Gillett, Colorado on HWY 67), to USFS 
Road 376 on the south side of Pikes Peak (northeast of Victor, 
Colorado at the entrance to the Colorado Springs Utilities 
South Slope watershed). 

The establishment and implementation of management 
and maintenance strategies for the entire length of the Ring 
are an important goal of this Plan. To protect and preserve 
the Ring this Plan will act as a guide for trail maintenance 
decisions affecting the Ring and user experience along the 
Ring. This Plan also seeks to provide a holistic approach 
to trail management along the diverse ownership and 
situations spanning the length of the Ring including specific 
recommendations for economic development, education 
and promotion, special events and permitting, and funding 
and financial sustainability.
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MASTER PLAN GOALS
The goal of the  Plan is to develop a strategy and 
recommendations to complete the Ring. The southwest gap, 
as depicted in Exhibit 1.1, is from Pancake Rocks on the west 
side of Pikes Peak to USFS Road 376 on the south side of 
Pikes Peak at the entrance to the Colorado Springs Utilities 
South Slope. 

The recommendations of this Plan build upon the 1999 
Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan recommendations, including 
management strategies for the overall Ring and specific 
strategies that are necessary for closing the southwest gap.  
Consistent with the 1999 Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan, each 
governmental agency will be responsible to implement the Ring 
within their respective jurisdiction.  Annual trail maintenance 
will be critical to sustaining the Ring. Maintenance of the Ring 

will be accomplished through the joint effort of many volunteer, 
local, state and federal agencies. While maintenance of the 
Ring trail is the responsibility of each respective jurisdiction, 
maintenance will largely be carried out by volunteer groups 
and supported by land managing agencies when possible. 
In addition, the Plan outlines a clear leadership role for non-
profit partners including:  
• Vision 
• Leadership
• Fundraising
• Trail construction and trail maintenance

The Plan seeks to leverage the energy and strengths of 
existing agencies and organizations in the Pikes Peak Region 
that value the Ring.  

Exhibit 1.1
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SECTION 04
THE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT GAP
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SECTION 02
THE PLANNING PROCESS & 
CLOSING THE COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT GAP



PLAN ORGANIZATION
Following the Acknowledgments and Executive Summary 
this Plan contains sections on:
• Planning Process and the community engagement gap 
• The southwest gap
• The management gap. 

The following paragraphs summarize the contents of 
each section. Exhibit 2.1 describes the major steps in the 
development and adoption of the Plan.  

The Planning Process and the community engagement gap 
section of the Plan describes: 
• The public participation plan and time-line 
• Outdoor recreation forum
• Public meetings
• Stakeholder meetings 
• Community input 

These processes and outcomes of various public outreach 
events achieved the maximum engagement possible 
with the extensive number of individuals, communities, 
agencies and stakeholders that helped shape the Plan and 
its recommendations. This section also plans for fostering 
healthy community input and feedback for the future of the 
Ring.  

The southwest gap section focuses on closing the existing 
physical gap in the Ring. This section presents: 
• Technical analysis
• Land use studies
• Trail suitability
• Trail context and ownership and right-of-way analysis
• Proposed trail corridor

This desktop and field analysis shaped the proposed trail 
corridor to complete the Ring. The proposed trail corridor is 
presented in a holistic and segment-by-segment approach 
to best provide an understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities that exist in completing the Ring. 

The management gap section covers: 
• Management and operational strategies
• Management direction for the total length of the trail
• Maintenance  of the Ring 
• A review of existing and potential resources for staffing, 

marketing, funding and operations 
• Trail design standards for the Ring 

MASTER PLAN 
PROCESS

Exhibit 2.1
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Chart 3.2

Develop a Master Plan 
addressing future construction 
phases on the non-motorized, 
multi-modal trail alignment 
of the southwest portion of 
the Ring between Pancake 
Rocks and USFS Road 376 at 
the entrance of the Colorado 
Springs Utilities South Slope 
watershed. 

Completion ParticipationIdentification of 
Alignment 

Implementation Sustainable Design

Identify a potential trail corridor 
that is scenic and provides 
opportunities for camping, 
hiking, trail running, mountain 
biking and  equestrian use. 
The trail  corridor alignment 
should consider construction, 
maintenance and long-term 
sustainability. 

Engage  municipalities, property 
owners, government agencies 
including State, USFS, BLM, 
CPW and interested citizens in 
a public planning process that 
promotes open dialogue and 
collaboration. 

In conjunction with the 
Plan, develop a separate  
implementation plan and 
associated cost estimates for 
program implementation and 
project phasing.

Identify long-term sustainability 
strategies that cover funding, 
management, maintenance  
and operations for the total 
length of the Ring.

PLAN PROCESS COMPONENTS

Photo by Pixaby 17



PLAN PROCESS
The Plan process was conducted in an open and transparent 
manner to the maximum extent possible. The process 
included a tiered level of engagement for review and input as 
materials were developed. The public engagement process 
included a wide range of stakeholders, community-at-large 
meetings and discussions with private property owners. 

PROJECT TEAM
The primary role of the Project Team was to guide the 
overall planning process and be deeply engaged in decisions 
regarding process steps and outcomes. The Project Team 
also served in leadership roles and assisted in leading and 
coordinating two unique, value-added community outreach 
and engagement efforts: The Outdoor Recreation Forum and 
the Discovery Tour. The Project Team consisted of:
• Susan Davies - Executive Director (TOSC)  
• Mike Rigney - Project Manager (TOSC)
• Larry Larsen - Advocacy Committee Member (TOSC) 
• Debbie Bibb - Former Board Member (TOSC) 
• Glenn Carlson - Board of Directors (TOSC) 
• Carol Beckman - Past President (FOTP) 

Photo by Bachman PR

STAKEHOLDER COMMITTEE 
The Stakeholder Committee was engaged in key decision 
points and milestones throughout the Plan process. The 
Stakeholder Committee represented a wide group with 
interest in both the trail for the southwest gap and the regional 
nature of the project representing Teller and El Paso counties. 
This broad perspective encouraged a robust conversation 
about the vision for the Ring, guided discussions related to 
management and operations and helped establish overall 
design standards of the trail. 

The City of Cripple Creek and the City of Victor have been 
active partners in this project and worked to identify potential 
trails and recreation projects and priorities. Both cities 
provided extensive staff time to the planning process and 
meeting space for gatherings. Their support of the planning 
process has been invaluable in defining the preferred trail 
corridor to close the southwest gap in the Ring. 

CPW and USFS provided expertise and actively participated 
in the planning process contributing to the overall trail 
alignment to close the southwest gap and develop practical 
implementation strategies. 
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CONSULTANT TEAM
The Consultant Team was selected by TOSC to develop this 
Plan to close the southwest gap in the Ring.  The Consultant 
Team provided expertise in land planning,  leadership, public 
involvement, natural and cultural resources, trail design and 
corridor  alignment.  The Members of the Consulting Team 
included:
•  N.E.S. Inc. - Project lead, Planning and Landscape 

Architecture 
• Bachman PR - Community Engagement  
• ERO Natural Resources - Natural and Cultural Resource 

Specialists  
• TAPIS Associates. - Trail Design

COMMUNITY AT LARGE
Community meetings were conducted to engage the 
broad community and all interested stakeholders. Meeting 
notification methods included email notification, media press 
releases, personal invitations, and word-of-mouth notices. 
Community meetings were conducted at milestones during 

Photo by N.E.S. Inc.

the Plan process to facilitate citizen input and vision. These 
processes helped shape the Plan and its recommendations

KEY PRIVATE PROPERTY 
& OUTDOOR BUSINESS OWNERS 
Newmont Goldcorp and other private property owners along 
the trail corridor were engaged for input on preferred trail 
alignments and project proposals. The business community 
was engaged in public meetings and stakeholder meetings 
to provide input on the economic impacts of trail corridor 
alternatives and leveraging tourism opportunities. The 
feedback received from the business community identified 
opportunities for the proposed trail corridor to enhance 
and revitalize the outdoor recreation tourism in the areas 
surrounding the southwest gap in the Ring.

Exhibit 2.2
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PROJECT APPROACH 

THE SOUTHWEST GAP
Technical analysis of the identified alternative trail corridors 
to close the southwest gap in the Ring provided an in-
depth understanding of the challenges and opportunities 
associated with each corridor. This analysis included three 
primary areas of focus: natural and cultural resources, trail 
sustainability and context, and property ownership and land 
use restrictions. Through technical analysis,  trail corridors 
and corridor combinations were explored. The information 
gleaned through the technical analysis phase was valuable 
and shared as part of the community engagement efforts. 
This information was compiled and mapped as an important 
tool for critical decision making. Technical analysis, land use 
studies, trail suitability, trail context, ownership and rights-of-
way analysis all shaped the alignment of the proposed trail 
corridor to close the southwest gap in the Ring. 

The proposed trail corridor is presented in a holistic 
and segment-by-segment approach to best provide an 
understanding of the challenges and opportunities that 
exist in closing the southwest gap. Potential corridors were 
assessed for their environmental and cultural impacts.  
Discussion with governmental agencies including the 
cities of Cripple Creek and Victor, Teller County, BLM, USFS, 
CPW and Colorado Springs Utilities identified locations 
for trail amenities, trailheads, parking, wayfinding signage 
and proposed site furnishings to include benches and 
trash receptacles. Consideration and comparison of the 
advantages and disadvantages of these corridors provided a 
range of possibilities for the proposed trail corridor. 

The natural resource analysis identified significant “red flag” 
issues for implementation and development. This information 
was used to inform the trail alignment refinement and 
decision-making process. The Consultant Team compiled 
and summarized existing documentation on wildlife issues 
within the project area through desktop analysis identifying 
any significant issues for the opportunities and constraints 
analysis. Data collection was based on existing plans and 
documents, readily available resource information, database 
and mapping information. Planning-level maps of wildlife 
habitat were created through the process.
 
The conservation of wildlife habitat is an important 
component of the Ring planning process. The Consultant 

and Project teams coordinated with CPW staff and bighorn 
sheep experts to understand and document the issues and 
sensitivity of different areas to potential trail impacts. An 
evaluation of unpublished technical data (e.g., telemetry data 
or population studies) as well as scientific literature related 
to bighorn sheep and recreation impacts was conducted 
to understand the scientific basis for the issues and to find 
opportunities for trail corridors or management programs 
that either avoid or minimize impacts to the bighorn sheep 
population.

Watershed protection is important to the planning process to 
complete the southwest gap. The cities of Victor and Cripple 
Creek rely on water sources within the area of the southwest 
gap which include part of the West Beaver Creek drainage on 
the western flank of Pikes Peak. Through mapping, analysis 
and consultation with the Cities of Victor and Cripple Creek, 
critical resource areas were avoided to minimize impacts to 
the Victor and Cripple Creek watersheds.  

Available mapping and county records were used to evaluate 
property owners and rights-of-way opportunities along the 
alternative trail corridors. A key component of the analysis 
included individual meetings with key property owners to 
gauge their desire to entertain the trail corridor traveling 
through their property. Information from these meetings 
and from the trail suitability analysis was mapped and 
used in facilitated discussions with stakeholders and in the 
community engagement process and also formed the basis 
for the trail design recommendations. 

THE MANAGEMENT GAP
Long-term sustainability of the Ring requires a management 
plan. The Ring poses unique challenges crossing multiple 
political and organizational jurisdictions and property 
ownership scenarios. The Consultant Team evaluated six 
management programs with similar attributes to the Ring. A 
review of benchmark management programs, discussed in 
detail in the management gap section of this Plan, provided a 
point of reference for the Ring. Analysis of these management 
programs provided an understanding of why they worked and 
how to apply their traits to the unique characteristics of the 
Ring. 
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PROJECT APPROACH

Exhibit 2.3

THE COMMUNITY GAP
The Project Team developed a webpage on the TOSC website 
and provided social media presence as part of the Public 
Outreach Plan to inform the public about the Ring project. 
The webpage provided a platform to post updates, meeting 
agendas and notes to inform the public on the progress of 
the Master Plan efforts. Public meetings were conducted 
to take input, inform the public about the plan and future 
implementation strategies and to maintain transparency. 
These meetings provided opportunities for the public to 
comment on the goals and processes for the Plan and sought 
input on the alignment of the Ring. 

One of the most effective ways for building enthusiasm for the 
project with the public was by telling the story of the current 
trail experience and demonstrating the potential awaiting 
future adventurers choosing the Ring. A traditional website 
platform, e-newsletters, emails and personal outreach to 
property owners and stakeholders built and encouraged 
participation in the Master Plan process. Specific tasks and 
deliverables accomplished included: 
• Website maintained with ongoing updates
• E-newsletters
• Posters, flyers, signs, and stickers
• Personal outreach to key stakeholders and property 

owners 
• Support to TOSC and FOTP 

Several direct and creative venues for community participation 
were provided, given the large geographic distances and the 
need for efficiencies, including:
• Stakeholder meetings
• Two community meetings 
• Meetings in the Victor and Cripple Creek area focused on 

opportunities and issues specific to their communities 
for completing the southwest gap

• Small listening sessions  
• A community symposium with representatives from the 

Colorado Tourism Office, PPORA and multiple front range 
community governments and economic development 
offices

Utilizing established professional relationships with political 
leaders, business owners and property owners within Teller 
County, City of Victor, City of Cripple Creek and the area along 
the trail corridor allowed the Plan to develop in harmony 
with the surrounding political landscape. Small group and 
individual listening sessions provided opportunities to share 
information about the Ring and planning process. One-on-
one meetings provided opportunities for understanding 
private property issues and concerns. These informal visits 
focused on relationship building and provided groundwork 
for building trust for future land acquisition or easement 
acquisition efforts. 
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COMMUNITY INPUT
A Public Outreach Plan included public engagement 
methods designed to increase the public’s awareness of and 
participation in the overall project and the planning process 
for creating the Plan. Public participation was solicited at all 
stages of plan development. (Exhibits 2.4 & 2.5)

The public participation process for the Plan was systematic 
and inclusive. Representatives from various jurisdictions 
came together and met collaboratively over several months 
to arrive at a Plan that all could support. Through meeting 
discussions, stakeholders agreed the vision expressed in the 
1999 Multi-Use Plan was still relevant and solidly on target 
today. They further expanded those initiatives by adding 
consideration for wildlife resources and reiterating the need 
for watershed protection.

Communicate accurate and consistent messages about the Plan process to stakeholders 
and the public using a variety of communication methods and tools 

Increase public awareness, promote public participation in the process and collect public 
input/feedback 

Ensure public meetings were easily accessible to the public to encourage broad participation 
and in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act 

OBJECTIVES

Ensure citizens were informed and had timely notification and access to meetings encouraging 
participation and feedback 

Stakeholders worked to find balance between economic 
development opportunities for the communities and 
stewardship of the land. A general consensus was reached 
that more energy and funding will be going to the Ring effort 
given the governor’s designation, GOCO grant, outdoor 
recreation industry growth, economic development and the 
spectrum of the Ring from an international destination to a 
local wilderness experience. 

The public process solicited input that informed the potential 
trail corridors and recommendations of this Plan. Input and 
feedback gathered through the public meetings, workshops 
and stakeholder interviews also helped shape and inform 
the final recommendations of the Plan. Multiple public 
and stakeholder meetings and other events facilitated a 
consensus on priority management and operation issues to 
consider throughout the Plan. 

Exhibit 2.4
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FRONT VIEW

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

Exhibit 2.5
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DISCOVERY TOUR
The month of September 2017 was designated to get people 
outdoors and explore the various opportunities of the Ring. 
Biking, hiking and equestrian events were scheduled each 
weekend in September to engage and familiarize people with 
available outdoor activities on the existing Ring. Connecting 
with individual user groups assisted in identifying a big-picture 
vision for the Ring that considers the experience of each user 
group. The Discovery Tour was an opportunity to receive 
feedback on strategies for maintaining a balance between 
economic benefits for small business and preservation of 
wildlife habitat and natural resources. 

The Discovery Tour introduced local opportunities for smaller 
communities surrounding the Ring. The program and results 
of Discovery Tour events are described on the following page. 
People from all walks of life explored a variety of existing 
segments of the Ring Trail and most participants discovered 
new recreational opportunities through the events. 

The equestrian event for the Discovery Tour was unfortunately 
cancelled due to weather. However, the equestrian community 
provided valuable input and active participation throughout 
the development of this Plan.  

Photo by NES INC.
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MOUNTAIN BIKE DAY
The Discovery Tour Bike Ride took riders over a variety of fun and 
challenging trails. The ride started in Teller County’s Catamount 
Ranch Open Space at Edlowe Road and quickly entered the North 
Slope Recreation Area on the Limber Pine Trail. It followed an old 
Jeep road and a trail connecting to Horsethief Park. Once back 
in North Slope, the group explored opportunities to bike on other 
North Slope trails before returning to the Edlowe Road trailhead. 

THE RING THE PEAK BIKE 
RACE
The Ring the Peak Mountain Bike Race is approximately 100 
kilometers with single track and road sections. This annual 
informal race event is part of the Southwest Endurance Series 
and rewarded competitors with massive views of Pikes Peak, 
riding along Catamount Reservoir to lesser-known trails linking 
to the far side of Pikes Peak. The race rewarded every climb with 
an amazing descent. 

THE RING SUNRISE HIKE
The Ring Sunrise Hike took participants towards the top of Iron Mountain 
in Manitou Springs. The group hiked the Intemann Trail heading east 
toward the Iron Mountain Trail with a turn-around at Pawnee. The group 
hike built enthusiasm for the Ring while telling the story of the experience 
awaiting future trail explorers. 

THE RING FALL COLORS HIKE
The Ring the Peak Discovery Tour ended the month with two Fall Colors 
hikes over beautiful trails in Teller County. These Fall Colors hikes explored 
trails in the Catamount Ranch Open Space, the North Slope Recreation Area 
and Horsethief Park. The publicity from social media and FOX21 Morning 
News covering these Fall Colors Hikes led to the  high participation rates 
and informed recreationists who were previously unaware of the Ring’s 
existence.

Photo by NES INC.
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FORUM & PUBLIC 
MEETINGS 
Two public meetings and a public forum were conducted at 
the Heritage Center in Cripple Creek. The meetings and forum 
encouraged participants to provide input on a variety of topics 
associated with the Ring such as potential trail corridors and 
recommendations for this Plan. 

OUTDOOR RECREATION FORUM 
The Outdoor Recreation Forum (Forum) held on November 
18, 2017 involved two different panels addressing how 
communities develop successful outdoor recreation strategies 
leveraging tourism and then envisioning what success looks 
like for the state, region, and the Ring. The Forum focused on 
demonstrating  economic development benefits from tourist 
communities through a panel discussion of the proposed 
Plan. The Forum presented panels of representatives from 
the Colorado Tourism Office, subject matter experts and 
economic development and funding specialists. 

The Forum gave stakeholders and the public an opportunity 
to learn about the State’s objectives in the outdoor recreation 
industry as well as to encourage discussion on alternatives.
The first panel comprised representatives from communities 
that embrace and explore potential links between outdoor 
recreation and economic development. The second panel 
comprised a diverse group of experts offering a broad range 
of perspectives. Each panelist relayed their opinions on the 
vast opportunities and future challenges related to outdoor 
recreation and envisioned what success could potentially 
look like for Colorado, the Pikes Peak region and the Ring. 

PUBLIC MEETING #1
The first public meeting was held in conjunction with the 
Forum. The Project Team presented the Master Plan process 
and time-line, reviewed existing conditions, provided project 
givens (those aspects of the project that cannot be changed) 
and solicited public input to help inform the Plan. The meeting 
included a small-group workshop that asked participants to 
consider the larger vision for the Ring through the southwest 
gap and throughout the entire trail. The task was to identify 
the routes and share their vision for the master plan. The 
results of the Forum and first public meeting are presented 
on the following pages. 

Photo by Bachman PR
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Sensitive resources may require specialized 
management of users, such as watershed 
and water protection planning. Vegetation 
treatment for forest health and sheep habitat 
should be considered. Planning should follow a 
broad landscape approach. Limited cell phone 
coverage and emergency services .Natural 
resources are important to route and access . 
Fire mitigation and preventative wildfire solutions 
should be throughout the entire area .Bring 
together existing programs for operation and 
management 

Opportunities & Constraints 
Utilize non-traditional funding options through a 
combination of private business, state and local 
organizations . A team effort is necessary, 
because one group cannot do it alone . There 
are funding opportunities for trail development 
and renewed interest at state level in outdoor 
recreation industry . The Ring could be an 
international attraction or a simple wilderness 
experience for locals. State emphasis is on 
Destination Tourism . The Ring needs to 
connect to communities to realize economic 
benefits, communities should be portals to access 
trail .  Consider outfitters, guides, shuttles, 
yurts, B&B’s, campgrounds, restaurants and hotels . The Ring has a complex approval process 

Outdoor Forum Results

Provide multiple access points for hunting 
and mountain bikes .  Variety of users and 
uses currently exist .Consider the Ring as a 
backpacking wilderness experience . Consider 
OHV use . Family friendly . Maintain 
characteristics of the area .Provide historic 
interpretation . Connect to communities and 
existing trail systems 

User Experience
Address fire, illegal camping, trespass and trash 
issues .Consider seasonal access . The 
Ring will need a management entity and law 
enforcement . Consider a permit or fee to pay 
for management and compliance with rules . 
Consider outfitter guides and commercial use 
for management role . Identify responsibility 
for easement acquisition, management and 
fundraising .Consider private property 
expectations  Watershed protection is a key local 
concern . Include educational and interpretive     
opportunities, way-finding and signage . 
Establish a single organization for marketing

Priorities & Needs 

Management & Operations

Photo by Friends of the Peak 29



Small Group Workshop on Route & Alignment
 November 18, 2017 

“Plan for a variety of mixed user groups”

“Make it a true multi-use experience with loops and spurs”

“Consider a hut system and parking lots for revenue”

“Rest stops with picnic tables parallel to Lazy S Ranch”

”Consider shuttle service and other parking revenue opportunities”

“Investigate horse and bike rentals”

“The trail should go west by Lazy S Ranch”

“The trail should be off the road, but not too far”

“Keep in mind that with an upper route, Dome Rock is closed half the year”

“Ensure multiple connection points, such as a stop 
at the Hwy 81 turnoff area”

“Reservation system for huts and hiking and a permits system”

““Lazy S Ranch and its plateau could be a drainage issue”

“Consider places for motorized and equestrian use”

“Build a welcome center using the existing KOA at Gillette Flats“

“There are hazards along Gold Camp, Old Stage 
and Lower Gold Camp Rd”

“Define what constitutes a wilderness experience, it does 
not have to be over done”

“Consider that Teller County no longer allows septic tanks. The Mine 
has its own holding tanks for septic.”

“Use existing roads and find both an upper and lower route to 
get around closures”

“Create a true wilderness (backcountry) experience”

Photo by Bachman PR
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“The trail needs to generate revenue and be self-sustaining”

“Address concerns over effective trail management and a system of 
enforcement”

“Promote a ‘Get it Done’ attitude”

“Consider amenities like trash, RVs and an education building”

“Route(s) that accomplish all goals”

“Creating an environment to experience nature in pristine conditions”

“Legacy resource management”

“Way-finding and good signage”

““Tax breaks for property owners who grant trail easements”

“Adopt-a-Trail revenue should be designated to specific trail sections”

“Find a route around Bison Reservoir”

“Include wilderness education programs”

“Make it both a back-country and family-friendly experience”

“Contribute to the economic health of Victor & Cripple Creek”

Photo by Bachman PR
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Small Group Workshop on Route & Alignment
 November 18, 2017 
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PUBLIC MEETING #2
The second public meeting for the Ring was held on February 
13, 2018. A presentation began  the meeting covering topics 
related to the project schedule, the results of previous 
community outreach events and meetings, input from 
stakeholder groups, the Plan process, inventory analysis and 
important considerations for closing the southwest gap in 
the Ring. The project overview looked at the various aspects 
of user experience, property ownership, natural resources, 
economic development and management and operations. 
The current political landscape was another consideration 
as the state is marketing outdoor recreation and offers 
funding to build trails. The opportunities, challenges and 
partnerships possible for the potential trail corridors of the 
Ring were brought to the forefront as stakeholders shared 
their vision identifying a family friendly varied user experience 
from a backcountry to OHV,  that protects natural resources, 
watersheds and reservoirs as well as forest management 
and  encourages economic development. After identifying 
and describing these givens, the Project Team produced a 
concept identifying with broad lines, four different potential 
routes to close the southwest gap in the Ring. 

At this point in the meeting, the audience broke out into small 
groups. The participants were asked to indicate on maps 
of the potential routes, their feedback on the vision, goals, 
and resources, indicating positives and negatives about the 
Plan, and offer further suggestions on alignment and user 
experience (Exhibit 2.6).

LISTENING SESSIONS 
Throughout the Plan process, listening sessions were held 
with property owners, CPW, USFS, BLM, Colorado Springs 
Utilities, local, state and federal government agencies and 
interested citizens and residents. These one-to-one and small 
group listening meetings were conducted to gather input on 
issues and recommendations for improvements that also 
helped shape the Plan. 

STAKEHOLDERS
Stakeholders collaborated on the Ring project during three 
large group meetings at the Heritage Center in Cripple Creek. 
Each meeting examined and explored different components 
of the Ring with an emphasis on strategies for closing the 
community, southwest and management gaps. 

Exhibit 2.6
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MEETING #1 
The first stakeholder meeting was conducted September 
13, 2017.  Stakeholders came together to identify the vision, 
opportunities and challenges of the Ring and to review the 
1999 Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan for relevancy and guidance 
in the development of the Plan. While examining the 1999 
Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan, there was consensus among 
stakeholders that watershed protection will remain important 
and forest health is at the forefront of the discussion with 
emphasis on the impacts of watershed protection. Wildlife 
habitat and economic development were included as 
important facets of the Ring, though they are not mentioned 
in the 1999 Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan. 

Stakeholders identified issues and opportunities related to 
user experience, natural resources, the political landscape, 
economic development and management and petitions for 
the Ring in relation to the 1999 Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan. 

MEETING #2 
The second stakeholder meeting was conducted October 
11, 2017.  Results of the first stakeholder meeting were 
reviewed including issues and opportunities for the project, a 
management report and the updated vision for the Ring. The 
stakeholders agreed the Ring project should be addressed in 
three distinct gaps: the southwest gap, the operations and 
management gap and the community engagement gap. The 
meeting addressed management and technical data from 
desktop and field analysis of the Ring. 

The stakeholders reviewed responses from a survey 
distributed to organizations throughout the country that  
successfully manage trails similar to the Ring and identified 
key takeaways from each organization. Stakeholders 
discussed the value of having an organization take on the 
Ring in its entirety. They suggested that the Ring needs to be 
marketed and managed from a global perspective and as an 
entire trail entity to provide more efficiencies. Stakeholders 
agreed the Ring needs a sustainable model and the proposed 
trail corridor will influence what is needed. 

Victor and Cripple Creek stakeholders desired the creation 
of a spur trail to serve as a community connector. The 
stakeholders agreed the management plan for a community 
connector trail through these communities would be different 
from the Plan for the overall Ring and closing the southwest 

gap. Stakeholders agreed that typical trail users generally 
prefer to be below tree line; a strategy that makes it possible to 
meet the needs of both bighorn sheep and trail users. During 
this meeting CPW, USFS and the cities of Cripple Creek and 
Victor expressed their support for the Ring. 

MEETING #3
The third stakeholder meeting was conducted January 23, 
2018.  Stakeholders reviewed feedback and responses from 
the various public engagement events that occurred previously 
in connection with the Ring. This information, in addition to 
technical analysis and stakeholder discussion, guided the 
refinement of the Ring trail corridor through the southwest 
gap with the agreement that the community connector trail 
with Victor and Cripple Creek as portals should be separate 
from the Plan. Various routes required travel along roads and 
through private property. Stakeholders agreed rights-of-way 
is a challenge in spots, as is travel along roads such as HWY 
67, CR 81 and Gold Camp Road. There are viewshed and open 
space possibilities, but they will require partnerships with 
Newmont Goldcorp, private property owners and multiple 
jurisdictions. Stakeholders worked together to develop a 
phased approach to closing the southwest gap in the Ring. 
Stakeholders agreed there would be phases to implementing 
the Plan, although many aspects could happen concurrently, 
such as a NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) process 
for federal lands and pursuing private property acquisitions. 

Photo by Friends of the Peak
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ROUTE ALTERNATIVES 
As part of the public input process and in garnering feedback 
from stakeholders, the Consultant Team identified four 
potential trail corridors to close the southwest gap. The goal 
was to develop a trail corridor that would best satisfy wants 
and needs expressed by the community, public and private 
entities and stakeholders to close the southwest gap in 
the Ring. Therefore, all four trail corridors (Exhibit 2.7) were 
studied, analyzed and discussed in detail. 

The four trail corridor alternatives include: 
• A High Seasonal Corridor near treeline 
• A Middle Corridor through the reservoirs in the gap
• A Year-Round Corridor that follows the existing road 

alignment 
• A Community Connector through Victor and Cripple 

Creek

Exhibit 2.7
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State of Colorado

YEAR-ROUND CORRIDOR
The Year-round Corridor (Exhibit 2.8) had several potential 
configurations involving new trail corridor development and 
construction to the east and west, while following the Gold Camp 
Road corridor and a former railroad grade on the Newmont 
Goldcorp Mine property. The trail would be within easements along 
Gold Camp Road  and would require acquiring private property or 
trail easements. This alignment offers excellent viewshed and 
open space possibilities.  It will require partnerships with the 
Newmont Goldcorp Mine, private property owners, and multiple 
jurisdictions. 

MIDDLE CORRIDOR 
The Middle Corridor (Exhibit 2.10) was proposed to pass near the 
Cripple Creek and Bison Reservoirs and an extensive number of 
private properties. To protect and limit disturbance, such as social 
trails, to watersheds, wildlife and reservoirs as expressed in the 
Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan and through feedback from public 
comment, in addition to the large number of private properties 
that would require acquisition of access easements, the Middle 
Corridor was eventually eliminated from consideration.  

COMMUNITY CONNECTOR 
The Community Connector (Exhibit 2.9) through Victor and Cripple 
Creek would create links to an existing extensive trail system. Victor 
and Cripple Creek would function as community connector portals 
allowing for economic development. This would provide year-round 
trail access to the communities and expand the selection of trails 
for off-highway vehicle use in the area. This trail corridor would go 
through downtown Cripple Creek along a planned trail and connect 
with a trailhead near the Gillett site at the junction of HWY 67 and 
CR 81. Locating the Community Connector through the Newmont 
Goldcorp Mine property would require an access easement/
agreement. 

SEASONAL HIGH CORRIDOR
The Seasonal High Corridor (Exhibit 2.11) would traverse the alpine 
ecosystem near tree line. This Corridor would be open on a limited 
seasonal basis and closed for bighorn sheep lambing and winter 
habitat from December to July.  Stakeholders expressed concerns 
that managing a seasonal closure would present challenges for trail 
closure enforcement and the prevention of social trail formation 
that could affect wildlife habitat, trail erosion and native vegetation. 
Construction of the seasonal corridor and trail use would bisect 
critical habitats for bighorn sheep and reduce available habitat, 
negatively impacting the population. Due to the seasonal nature 
of the trail, the potential for social trails and possible impacts to 
wildlife the Seasonal High Corridor was eventually eliminated from 
consideration.

Exhibit 2.8

Exhibit 2.9

Exhibit 2.10

Exhibit 2.11
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Maintain a website to inform and educate the public on the Plan process, events 
and participation opportunities.    

Publish and distribute e-newsletters to build relationships with the community 
through regular communication of high-value information.

Maintain ongoing personal outreach to stakeholders and property owners to 
build relationships integral to closing the southwest gap and success of the 
Plan. Conduct small group meetings and individual interviews.  

Support TOSC and FOTP in the Ring “Discovery Tour”. 

Host a community symposium and forum in partnership with the Pikes Peak 
Outdoor Recreation Alliance. 

Planning Steps Completed 
to Close the Community Gap

Conduct public meetings and workshops to inform the public of the goals and 
processes and receive input on trail alignment.

Post meeting summaries from the symposium, forum and the public meetings 
on the project website and distribute via e-newsletters.

Present to town councils and commissioners offering information about the 
Ring process and seek feedback. 

Provide written reports of key findings and issues from each meeting. 

Provide an evaluation of the key findings and issues to inform the selection of 
a proposed trail corridor to close the southwest gap in the Ring. 36



SECTION 05
THE PHYSICAL 8 MILE GAP
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SECTION 03
CLOSING THE SOUTHWEST GAP



FRONT VIEW

INTRODUCTION
Located between Pancake Rocks and the gate to the 
South Slope, the southwest gap is composed of multiple 
jurisdictions, sensitive wildlife habitat, protected natural 
resources, critical watersheds, challenging terrain and 
numerous private properties.  To navigate the trail corridor 
alignment obstacles of this gap in the Ring, a comprehensive 
effort was undertaken to understand the environmental, 
cultural and political landscapes present in the study area 
identified in Exhibit 3.1. The findings from analysis and 
study in tandem with the desires and concerns expressed 
by the community and stakeholders guided the design 
and evolution of the proposed trail corridor from broad 
sweeping strokes to the refined proposed trail corridor 
alignment presented in this Plan.

STUDY AREA
The overall study area for potential trail corridors to close 
the southwest gap in the Ring, as illustrated in Exhibit 3.1, 
includes the south and southwest slopes of Pikes Peak, from 
the forested foothills near Cripple Creek and Victor to the 
alpine tundra near the Peak’s summit. Elevations range from 
about 8,800 feet to about 12,000 feet. The terrain is rugged 
characterized by steep cirque valleys and dramatic rock 
outcrops up high transitioning to forested foothills and open 
meadows in the lower elevations.  Above treeline at about 
11,500 feet a broad expanse of alpine tundra, undulating 
through valleys and ridges extends to the 14,115-foot summit 
of the Peak. Streams in the study area drain to the southwest 
and southeast through a series of lakes and reservoirs that 
store municipal water supplies for Cripple Creek, Victor, and 
Colorado Springs. With more than 3,000 feet of elevation 
relief on the slopes of Pikes Peak, the study area contains 
a broad spectrum of vegetation communities and ecological 
life zones. 
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New impacts to undisturbed 
areas along the proposed 
trail corridor are carefully 
evaluated. A broad range 
of wildlife species common 
to the Rocky Mountains are 
present. Trail development  in 
certain locations may have 
disproportionate impacts to 
sensitive species that occur in 
those areas. 

Wildlife Habitat & 
Sensitive Ecosystems

Geopolitical Advocacy

Watershed Protection

Trail User Experience

Topography

Economic 
Development

Streams in the study area drain 
to the southwest and southeast, 
through a series of lakes and 
reservoirs that store municipal 
water supplies for Cripple 
Creek, Victor, and Colorado 
Springs. The protection of 
watersheds is a priority for this 
master plan in accordance with 
the 1999 Multi-Use Plan and is 
a common theme from public 
and stakeholder feedback. 
 

The study area is characterized 
by steep cirque valleys and 
dramatic rock outcrops up 
high, transitioning to forested 
foothills and open meadows 
in the lower elevations. 
Undulating contours through 
valleys and ridges extend to the 
summit of Pikes Peak.
  

The study area crosses many 
political and organizational 
jurisdictions and property 
ownership scenarios. Federal, 
state, local, Newmont Goldcorp 
and private properties create a 
diverse challenge to establish 
relationships and advocate for 
the closure of the southwest 
gap. 

There are multiple points of view 
to trail design and etiquette. 
It is important that the many 
users reach a compromise 
on how to respect and work 
with the various trail user 
groups. Compromise, outreach 
and education will be key to 
successful user experiences 
along the proposed trail 
corridor. 

Victor and Cripple Creek want 
to establish new avenues for 
outdoor recreation tourism.  It 
will be important to identify 
access points and other 
opportunities along the trail 
corridor that act as a magnet 
for adventure seekers and 
become an economic driver for 
the region.  

KEY ISSUES & CONSIDERATIONS



NATURAL RESOURCE 
ANALYSIS  
The study area is a diverse mosaic of forest and shrub 
land communities. In disturbed meadow areas high 
quality under-story grasses are present often dominated 
by introduced grasses. Upper elevation forests contain 
patches of high quality under-story grasses. The noxious A 
list weed myrtle spurge occurs sparingly; there are no other 
significant infestations. Thoughtful trail planning and social 
trail restoration can improve the existing native vegetation. 
Ongoing forest and weed management is important. New 
impacts to undisturbed areas should be carefully evaluated.
New trail development and recreational use may  have impacts 
to site-specific environmental resources. Construction of 
the physical trail-tread may have localized impacts on soils 
and vegetation, while the introduction of recreational use to 
previously undisturbed habitats may have broader impacts 
to wildlife.  More  specifically, trail development in certain 
locations may have disproportionate impacts to sensitive 
species that occur in those areas.  

Most of the upper elevations of the study area are included 
in Potential Conservation Areas (PCAs), as designated by the 
Colorado Natural Heritage Program. These are areas that 
include an assemblage of rare or sensitive species and are 
important in conserving biological diversity. They are not a 
regulatory designation. The PCAs identified in the study area 
are described below.  
• Pikes Peak PCA – (B1: Outstanding Biodiversity 

Significance). This designation is based on the 
occurrences of several rare or imperiled plant species, 
natural communities and bird species. Sensitive natural 
communities include timberline forests, alpine meadows, 
alpine fellfields, and subalpine riparian willow carr, while 
rare plant species include Pikes Peak spring parsley, 
James’ telesonix, Rocky Mountain columbine, arctic 
draba and alpine bluebells. Sensitive bird species in the 
area include brown-capped rosy-finch and white-tailed 
ptarmigan. 

• Sheep Mountain at Bison Reservoir PCA – (B3: High 
Biodiversity Significance). This designation includes a 
small site on a tributary of Bison Creek and is based on an 
occurrence of riparian shrubland community dominated 
by Bebb’s willow and wolf willow.

• East Fork West Beaver Creek PCA – (B4: Moderate 
Biodiversity Significance). This designation is based on 
an alpine willow scrub community and associated habitat 
in a high-elevation subalpine valley. 

WILDLIFE HABITAT
The ecosystems of the study area provide habitat for a broad 
range of wildlife species that are common to the Rocky 
Mountains.  Lower elevation forests and meadows are home 
to large mammals such as elk, mule deer, and bighorn sheep, 
various carnivores, including mountain lion, bobcat, coyote, 
red fox, skunk and weasel, and small mammals, including 
squirrels, voles and pika. A variety of bird species occupy the 
area ranging from small passerines to raptors and accipiters. 
Because habitat fragmentation is particularly difficult to repair, 
planning and management of the proposed trail corridor 
should be designed to maintain habitat connectivity, which is 
crucial to minimizing fragmentation. Golden eagles have been 
observed in the study area, which provides suitable nesting 
habitat among the cliffs and crags. A nest was formerly 
documented along Oil Creek, but that nest is no longer active. 
However, continued observations of golden eagle in the area 
indicate an alternate nest location is present in the vicinity. 
Other sensitive species believed to occur in the alpine habitats 
of the study area include brown-capped rosy finch, white-tail 
ptarmigan and pika.

Photo by Haley Allen
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BIGHORN SHEEP & ELK
Bighorn sheep is the primary wildlife conservation concern 
in the study area. Pikes Peak is home to a native population 
of bighorn sheep considered to be a Tier 1 priority herd 
within the state. The estimated population of the Pikes Peak/
Dome Rock herd is currently about 155 sheep, which is 
significantly down from where it was about 15 years ago and 
from CPW’s population objective for this herd of 240 sheep. 
This rapid reduction in the population was likely the result of 
pneumonia outbreaks and subsequently low lamb survival, 
which can be exacerbated by human recreation disturbances 
in the relatively limited overall habitat that is available for 
this herd. Based on CPW’s published Species Area Mapping  
and additional data developed specifically for this project, as 
shown in Exhibit 3.2, the study area includes the following 
sensitive habitat areas for bighorn: Priority Bighorn Sheep 
Area, Winter Range, Winter Concentration Area, Production 
Area (lambing habitat) and Severe Winter Range. These areas 
all generally include the portions of the study area above 
about 10,500 feet in elevation and are used year-round by 
bighorn. Severe Winter Range is more concentrated around 
the cliffs and ramparts above Bison Reservoir. The Priority 
Bighorn Sheep Area mapping was based on actual bighorn 

movement and use (telemetry locations from 2007-2013).
The extent and overlap of these data layers underscore the 
importance of the high-elevation habitats within the study 
area to bighorn and the sensitivity of these areas to new 
human disturbances.

The elk population in the study area is relatively small, but 
is found year-round. In general, elk utilize higher elevation 
habitats on Pikes Peak in the spring, summer and early fall 
before transitioning to lower-elevation ranges in the winter. 
Winter Ranges include the lower hills and meadows that 
include Bison Reservoir, Cow Mountain, and Gillett Flats. 
Calving habitat for elk has been documented in drainages to 
the north of the study area. This calving area would be the 
primary management and conservation concern for elk.

Most of the corridor is located along existing disturbances 
that would minimize impacts. New trail development – where 
it occurs - may result in localized impacts to vegetation with 
increased potential for erosion. Considering the proximity to 
the Newmont Goldcorp Mine, Cripple Creek, Victor, county 
roads and other disturbances, new impacts to wildlife would 
be minimal.
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FRONT VIEW

ADJACENT LAND USES
The study area includes lands managed by numerous public 
agencies and private individuals as illustrated in Exhibit 3.3.  
It is important that the proposed trail corridor complements 
and integrates with the adjacent diverse land uses through 
the study area. The Ring will foster a sense of connection 
and community amongst the many entities involved and 
affected by the closure of the southwest gap.   

USER EXPERIENCE 
On a multi-use trail like the Ring, it is important that the many 
users reach a compromise to respect and work with each 
other. People are here to protect, promote or preserve some 
aspect of the project. Having thousands of people visiting 
might not be considered a benefit to everyone. Compromise 
is key. 

Within the existing Ring, 100% is open to travel by foot, 98% 
is open to mountain biking, 80% is open to horseback riding, 
30% is open to motorized uses and 24% is open for various 
off-highway vehicle (OHV) use with approximately half of the 
mileage open to OHV use limited to motorcycles only. 

These calculations do not include proposed trails to complete 
the Ring or the proposed Community Connector. Uses will 
be permitted in accordance with the desires and policies of 
the managing authority responsible for each property. Uses 
other than hiking will be permitted only where the activity 
can be safely accommodated and the trail is designed 
and constructed according to accepted standards for that 
activity.  

Ex
hi

bi
t 3

.3

Existing Trail

BLM

Newmon Mine

Teller County Shooting

Pike National Forest

City of Colorado Springs

City of Cripple Creek

City of Victor

City of Manitou

El Paso County 

State of Colorado
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OBJECTIVES

Photo by Friends of the Peak

50 Mi

49 Mi

40 Mi

6 Mi

12 Mi

Photo by Visit Colorado Springs

Photo by Pikes Peak Polaris
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FRONT VIEW

PROPOSED TRAIL 
CORRIDOR
OVERVIEW 
To identify the preferred alignment for the proposed trail 
corridor, the three potential corridors, seasonal high, middle 
and year-round, described in the previous section were 
examined with the goals and concerns of stakeholders and 
the public in addition to desktop and field analysis. The 
high seasonal and middle corridors, in earlier discussions 
and presentations, were eliminated from consideration due 
to concerns over watersheds, reservoirs, wildlife, private 
property, enforcement and seasonal accessibility for short 
durations at different times of the year. The year-round 
corridor was selected for the proposed trail corridor because 
of the following characteristics: 
• Greatest chance for success and approval 
• Purposeful connections
• Year-round access 
• Potential for timely implementation 
• Phasing options for trail construction 

Planning the overall alignment of the trail corridor to close 
the southwest gap in the Ring required careful planning with 
consideration and attention to trail safety, sustainability, 
construction cost, structural integrity and maintenance.  

The trail corridor planning process incorporated the concept 
of conscientious trail experience and sought to create a 
destination trail. The proposed trail corridor is designed in 
response to: 
• Community dialogue 
• Stakeholder and Project Team input
• Desktop and field analysis

The planning of the proposed trail corridor sought to 
incorporate the following: 
• Be fun and rejuvenating 
• Provide passageway not simply a transportation route
• Provide compatibility for various trail user types: hikers, 

cyclists, horses, runners, day users and full Ring travelers
• Integrate with the land, vegetation and wildlife
• Interact with the environment
• Stimulate inquisitiveness

The proposed trail corridor includes new trail development 
and construction and follows sections of Gold Camp Road 
and the former Midland Railroad grade. New impacts to 
natural resources and wildlife where the proposed trail 
corridor is along Gold Camp Road and through the Gillett 
Flats area would be minimal due to relatively high levels of 
existing human use and disturbance. Trail construction would 
result in localized impacts to vegetation and soils along the 
trail corridor. Where the proposed trail crosses streams and 
riparian habitat, there is potential for localized impacts to 
wetlands. This proposed trail corridor does not impact the 
most sensitive habitats for bighorn sheep or elk.  

Exhibit 3.4
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The proposed trail corridor alignment presented in this 
Plan traverses through lands with a variety of owners from 
private to federal. This trail corridor was created with the 
understanding that partnership with private landowners and 
trail easements would be critical to the trail corridor’s success. 
Of the proposed trail corridor, approximately 4.5 miles will 
require trail easements with private property owners, 1 mile 
will require a trail easement from Teller County and 2.4 miles 
will require an access agreement with the Newmont Goldcorp 
Mine.   

The proposed trail corridor is divided into segments to create 
a phased system approach to closing the southwest gap 
in the Ring that is more manageable for implementation, 
strengthening partnerships and attractive for grant funding. 
The trail corridor segments were delineated with the following 
rationales: 
• Logical and usable trail segments with recognizable 

control points at beginning and end
• Distribution of feasible projects along the trail corridor 

segment that can be implemented from a financial, right-
of-way and trail easement acquisition standpoint

• Location of strategic projects along the trail corridor that 
bring maximum benefit from limited resources

• Distribution of potential trail corridor opportunities to 
showcase the natural resources of the Pikes Peak region 
and promote the ultimate completion of the entire Ring

The proposed trail corridor is divided into four segments, 
between 4.4 to 9 miles in length. In addition, the Community 
Connector trail, 15.1 miles in length, is proposed to connect 
the City of Cripple Creek and the City of Victor to the Ring. 
After the map of the overall proposed trail corridor  on the next 
page of this Plan, a map, general description, key findings and 
action items for each section of the proposed trail corridor 
follows. 

The proposed trail corridor presented on the following page 
is the next step in fulfilling the Colorado 16 initiative and the 
culmination of countless hours of dedication and effort on 
the part of the Project Team, stakeholders, community and 
Consultant Team. This proposed trail corridor accomplishes 
the following: 
• Provides a tangible approach to implement trail 

construction and close the southwest gap in the Ring  
• Acts as a reference for working with landowners on trail 

easement acquisition 
• Creates the blueprint to guide trail construction 
• Serves as an economic development tool for adjacent 

communities 
• Increases fundraising and grant opportunities to support 

trail construction and future maintenance 
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SEGMENT 1
Segment 1 is approximately 4.4 miles in length.  This segment 
branches off the existing trail to Pancake Rocks at the base 
of the switchbacks and connects to the HWY 67 right-of-
way at Oil Creek. This segment of the Ring trail will offer 
trail users stunning fall colors as they travel through mature 
aspen groves and views of Pikes Peak and the surrounding 
countryside. Features of cultural importance and interest 
include glory holes dug by prospecting miners and felled tree 
stumps still bearing the mark of pioneer axes.  The majority 
of Segment 1 is proposed on National Forest Service System 
Lands with a brief passage through BLM property.  Near 
the southern end of the proposed corridor the trail passes 
through private property for approximately 0.2 miles to safely 
descend onto the right-of-way of HWY 67, which will require 
a trail easement.  Switchbacks are proposed to address 
steep slopes in several areas and allow for sustainable and 
safe passage. Segment 1 connects to Segment 2 at the 
intersection of Oil Creek and HWY 67. 

EARLY ACTION ITEMS
1. Refine trail alignment. 

2. Engage USFS & BLM in 
NEPA process.

3. Secure trail easements.
4. 

• Seasonal Interest  
• Interpretive Opportunities
• Features of Cultural     

Interest
• Mountain Views
• Water Crossings 

• Moderate to Difficult Trail 
Construction

• Varied Topography
• Scree & Loose Soil
• Trail Sustainability  
• Access & User Experience 
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Exhibit 3.6

Segment 1

SEGMENT 1 OF THE RING
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SEGMENT 2
Segment 2 is approximately 6.4 miles in length. Segment 
2 starts and travels along the right-of-way on the east side 
of HWY 67 for approximately 1 mile. For the majority of the 
trail along HWY 67, there is sufficient space between the 
road and private property to construct a trail buffered from 
vehicles. Eventually, the right-of-way along HWY 67 narrows 
and the trail will require easements from private landowners 
for approximately 0.4 miles. At the intersection of HWY 67 
and CR-81, the proposed trail leaves HWY 67 and follows the 
east side of CR-81.  There is insufficient right-of-way along 
CR-81 for a trail. This section will require trail easements with 
adjacent private property owners for approximately 0.6 miles. 
Low traffic volumes and good visibility on CR-81 support use 
of the shoulder on an interim basis until easements can be 
secured. A road crossing is needed to access the Newmont 
Goldcorp Mine property from CR-81. This crossing is highly 
visible with clear lines of sight for trail users and a strategic 
location for a trailhead to serve the Community Connector 
and the Ring.  On Newmont Goldcorp Mine property for 
approximately 2.1 miles the trail corridor utilizes the old 
Midland Railroad grade until it meets up with Segment 3. 

EARLY ACTION ITEMS
1. Refine trail corridor.
2. Engage Teller County to 

secure access to road R.O.W. 
3. Secure trail crossings at CR 

81.
4. Install trail safety signage on 

HWY 67 and trailhead on CR 
81.

5. Secure trail easements.

• Trailhead Location at    
Newmont Goldcorp Mine

• Access to Community 
Connector

• Gently Undulating Topography
• Family-Friendly Segment on 

Railroad Grade
• Commercial Campground 

Opportunity for Ring Users

• Trail Easements with Private 
Properties

• Varied R.O.W. on HWY 67 & 
CR-81   

• Road Crossings
• Access through Newmont 

Goldcorp Mine
• User Experience along HWY 67 

& CR-81
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Exhibit 3.7

Segment 2

SEGMENT 2 OF THE RING
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COMMUNITY CONNECTOR
The Community Connector is a loop off of the Ring trail 
linking the communities of Cripple Creek and Victor. This 
segment will utilize existing roads, trails and railroad grades 
to build upon past and current local trail advocacy efforts. 
With the construction of the Community Connector trail 
Victor and Cripple Creek become portals for the Ring. The 
Community Connector introduces new and burgeoning 
avenues of recreation tourism for the towns of Cripple 
Creek and Victor. The development of new opportunities 
for different user groups along this Community Connector 
will require work with local communities to identify access 

EARLY ACTION ITEMS
1. Secure trail access 

agreement through 
Newmont Goldcorp Mine.

2. Create clear signage 
to guide trail users and 
encourage trail etiquettte. 

3. Implement marketing 
strategies for Victor 
and Cripple Creek as 
Community Portals.

and feasibility options. The rich cultural history and scenic 
natural resources of these towns make them exceptional 
destinations for travel along the Ring. The communities of 
Victor and Cripple Creek function as portals to access the 
Ring creating additional economic opportunities in the form 
of outfitters, guides, shuttles, bed and breakfasts, restaurants 
and hotels.  Integrating trailheads into the existing parks in 
Cripple Creek and Victor will increase access and showcase 
the town’s scenic view corridors. The proposed alignment 
of the Community Connector was provided by Victor and 
Cripple Creek and is consistent with their community trail 
plans. The Community Connector will need to be aware and 
be adaptable to mining operations.

• Mountain Views
• Existing Railroad Grades & 

trails
• Local Trail Champions
• Interpretive Opportunitities
• Rich Cultural History

• Access Agreements with 
Newmont Goldcorp Mine 

• Adapting to Changes in 
Mining Operations

• Balancing User Needs
• Education & Enforcement
• Marketing 

Photo by City of Colorado Springs

Photo by City of Cripple Creek
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Exhibit 3.8

Comnunity 
Connector

THE COMMUNITY CONNECTOR 
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SEGMENT 3
Segment 3 is approximately 4.7 miles and begins at the trail 
crossing on CR-81, drops down for 0.3 miles onto Newmont 
Goldcorp Mine property and connects with Gold Camp Road. 
This proposed alignment offers clear lines of sight for trail 
users crossing CR-81 and utilizes an existing pull-off drive on 
the north side of the crossing. At this point the trail skirts along 
the site of historic wells that serve the City of Victor. Once the 
trail corridor joins Gold Camp Road, intermittent vertical rock 
faces and sheer drop-offs on either side force the proposed 
trail onto the road in several stretches. Segment 3 finishes 
on USFS property at an existing pull-off, a strategic trailhead 
location with opportunities for views, outreach and access. 
On an interim basis, trail users may travel on the existing Gold 
Camp Road; however, due to limited visibility, narrow road 
width and compromised user experience, it is recommended 
that approximately 3.3 miles of trail easements be secured 
from property owners along the north side of Gold Camp 
Road.    

EARLY ACTION ITEMS
1. Engage Teller County 

and USFS to secure trail 
access on Gold Camp Rd.

2. Engage Teller County to 
plan and install trail safety 
standards along roads.

3. Create a pedestrian 
crossing at CR-81.

• Mountain Views
• Interpretive Opportunitities
• Existing Dirt Access Road 

After Crossing CR 81
• Temporary Alignment on 

Gold Camp Road

• Rock Faces Limit Trail Corridor 
Alignment along Gold Camp Rd.

• Trail easements with Private 
Properties for Long Term Solution

• Protection of Natural Water 
Resource

• Coordination with Teller County 
and USFS
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Exhibit 3.9

Segment 3

SEGMENT 3 OF THE RING
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SEGMENT 4
Segment 4 is approximately 9 miles in length. It begins at 
the existing entrance to PIke National Forest and remains 
on USFS property the entire length connecting with trail 
that is part of the existing Ring at USFS Road 376. Segment 
4 has a diverse mix of topography with several challenging 
ascents that reward trail users with unique views. Segment 
4 transitions in several instances from dense canopy cover 
to wide open spaces. There are a few rock outcroppings 
that make for excellent picnic spaces to relax and take in 
the natural setting. Segment 4 is bookended by proposed 
trailheads and parking areas. The trailheads would include 
interpretive and educational kiosks to assist in wayfinding 
and enhance the user experience.  Similar to Segment 1, this 
segment of the Ring will offer trail users stunning fall colors 
and views of Pikes Peak. Features of cultural importance 
and interest include glory holes dug by prospecting miners. 
Switchbacks are proposed to address steep slopes in several 
areas and allow for sustainable and safe passage.

EARLY ACTION ITEMS
1. Refine trail alignment. 

2. Engage USFS in NEPA 
process.

3. Create clear signage 
to guide trail users and 
encourage trail etiquettte.

4. 

• Mountain Views
• Seasonal Interest
• Interpretive Opportunitities 
• Access & User Experience
• Water Crossings 

• Moderate to Difficult Trail 
Construction

• Varied Topography
• Scree & Loose Soil
• Trail Sustainability
• Education & Enforcement 
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Exhibit 3.10

Segment 4

SEGMENT 4 OF THE RING
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Obtain and analyze existing information on affected resources within or near 
the trail corridors, including expertise of agency staff and data and knowledge 
from prior nearby projects.  

Perform desktop (GIS and research-based) evaluations to identify resource 
issues and the impacts of proposed trail alignment. 

Conduct reconnaissance level field reviews to validate existing information, 
confirm resource conditions and boundaries, and explore opportunities for 
avoidance or mitigation. 

Work with the Consultant Team and stakeholders to further refine trail 
alignments to minimize environmental impacts.

Describe the issues, process, data, findings and mitigation measures in the 
Plan. 

Planning Steps Completed 
to Close the Southwest Gap

Coordinate with CPW staff and bighorn sheep experts to understand and 
document the issues and the sensitivity of different areas to potential trail 
impacts. 

Utilize available mapping and county records to evaluate private properties 
and right-of-way opportunities along the trail corridor. 

Conduct on site investigations to determine the best proposed trail corridor to 
close the southwest gap in the Ring. 
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SECTION 06
THE MANAGEMENT GAP

Photo by Michael Hale
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CLOSING THE MANAGEMENT GAP



INTRODUCTION 
The recommendations of this Plan build upon the 1999 Pikes 
Peak Multi-Use Plan, including management strategies for 
the overall Ring and specific strategies that are necessary 
for closing the southwest gap. Existing segments of the 
Ring have been implemented largely through the steadfast 
advocacy, leadership and many volunteer hours provided by 
Friends of the Peak with the support of stakeholders, federal, 
state and local agencies.  Closing the southwest gap and 
long-term management of the Ring will require additional 
management and operational strategies that expand the roles 
of the partner agencies and current non-profit leadership. 
Consistent with the 1999 Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan, each 
governmental agency will be responsible for implementation 
of the Ring within their respective jurisdiction. The Plan 
outlines clear  roles for non-profit partners including:  
• Vision, leadership & organizational structuring 
• Fundraising 
• Trail planning
• Trail construction 
• Trail maintenance
• Interim management
• Long term management
• Operational strategies
• Plan implementation

In addition, the Plan seeks to leverage the energy and 
strengths of existing agencies and organizations in the Pikes 

Peak region that value the Ring.  

VISION & LEADERSHIP
FOTP has served as the catalyst and community voice for 
implementation of the Ring.  In 2016, TOSC added their voice 
of advocacy to the project and joined efforts with FOTP to 
pursue funding through GOCO to develop a master plan for 
the southwest gap and the management of the entire Ring, 
effectively becoming co-champions for the Ring. While the 
USFS Pikes Peak Ranger District and Colorado Springs Utilities 
are expressly identified as the early champions of the overall 
vision for the 1999 Pikes Peak Multi-Use Plan, the creation 
of a new advocate and management entity, envisioned as a 
501(c)(3) non-profit organization focused exclusively on the 
management of the Ring the Peak, is recommended to be the 
keeper and champion of the vision for completing the Ring 
and closing the southwest gap. 

BENCHMARKING
A key component to the Master Plan Process was to identify a 
sustainable operations and management model for the Ring.  
The Consultant Team evaluated six existing management 
organizations with similar attributes to the Ring. The analysis 
sought to understand why these benchmark organizations 
are successful and how to apply their traits to the unique 
characteristics of the Ring. The Consultant Team recognizes 
that each organization is unique and what works well in some 
contexts might not work well for the Ring.  The extensive 
information collected through this process has been analyzed 
and summarized into key takeaways in following pages.

Review existing management and operational models for benchmarking

Identify currently available management, maintenance and operational resources 

Identify resource gaps and community based, sustainable solutions

PLAN OBJECTIVES

Identify policies, standards and procedures to guide the maintenance efforts of volunteers, community 
service groups and work crews

Identify funding opportunities for trail construction 

Gain approval and implementation of Plan by city, county, state, federal and other land management 
agencies 
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Fees
Fees are collected at 
trailhead locations for use 
of the trail.

Public
No fees are required 
for use of trails within 
municipalities. 

Rangers
Rangers are critical 
for education and 
enforcement.  The 
presence of rangers on 
the trails is sufficient for 
compliance. 

Access
Provide access and 
facilities at regular 
frequency along trail

The George S. Mickelson Trail  passes through national forest land, with areas that pass through privately 
owned lands where trail use is restricted to the trail only. The George S. Mickelson Trail is maintained by 
the South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks Commission.  The following are the key takeaways from a phone 
conversation with Dana Garry-Reiprich, Park Manager, Black Hills Trails.  

GEORGE S. MICKLESON TRAIL - Black Hills, South Dakota

Trust
Gain the trust of the 
community. Respond 
to needs and concerns 
immediately. 

Citizens
Establish a Citizen Task 
Force (CTF) to work 
through issues.  The CTF 
works on compromise and 
consensus.

Rangers
Have seasonal or full-
time peace officers/
rangers for education and 
enforcement.

Fees
Build support through 
user fees, commercial 
permitting fees and limited 
state funding. 

The Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area (AHRA) is recognized as one of the nation’s most popular 
locations for whitewater rafting and kayaking on the Arkansas River the most commercially popular river in 
the United States. AHRA is managed by the Colorado State Parks and Wildlife Department.  The following 
are the key takeaways from a phone conversation with Rob White, AHRA Park Manager. 

ARKANSAS HEADWATERS RECREATION AREA - Colorado

Organization
One organization 
manages trail. Consistent 
philosophies on 
management, regulations 
and maintenance.

Volunteers
Volunteer organizations 
provide clean-up and other 
minimal trail projects on 
the lower portion of the 
trail.

Permits
Unified event permitting 
process for use of 
entire trail.   Monetary 
responsibility for any 
damage to trail. 

Funding
Majority of funding comes 
from transit fees and local 
open space taxes. 

The Rio Grande is a rails to trails project, which is built in the Aspen Branch of the historic Denver and 
Rio Grande Western Railroad. In 1997, the right-of-way corridor was purchased with a combination of 
funding by local governments, GOCO, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails, and the Colorado Department 
of Transportation. The following are the key takeaways from Gary Tennenbaum, Director of Pitkin County 
Open Space and Trails and from Brett Meredith, RFTA Trails and Corridor Manager.

RIO GRANDE TRAIL - Pitkin County, Colorado
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Fees
Use of South Slope is 
restricted based on limited 
paid parking passes. Use of 
North Slope is based on fee 
paid to use Highway.  

Volunteers
Major trail maintenance is 
done by volunteer groups.

Rangers
Having a ranger presence 
is critical for compliance 
with rules and regulations.  
Funding for rangers and 
operations comes from 
user fees.

Location
Rangers should be 
trained with Wilderness 
First Aid and have 
communication devices 
to receive and send 
messages.

The South Slope watershed is a diverse and biologically rich landscape. Recreational opportunities are 
designed to be as low impact as possible to protect sensitive areas. The North and South Slope Recreation 
Areas are managed by the Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services through an agreement 
with the Colorado Springs Utilities. The following are the key takeaways from conversation with Jon Carlson, 
City of Colorado Springs Special Improvement Maintenance Districts Administrator.

N & S SLOPE RECREATION AREAS - Pikes Peak Region

Make it Happen
Greater value to have trail 
than not even if it is in a 
temporary location.  Find a 
way even if it’s not the most 
desirable location.

Presence
Keep a presence with all 
state and local jurisdictions 
to maintain relevancy and 
interest in the project.

Rangers
Increased users does not 
equate to increased good 
stewards. Rangers are 
critical for education and               
enforcement.  

Active Board
Having a working, active 
Board with many skills is 
important. 

The Colorado Trail is Colorado’s premier long distance trail. Stretching almost 500 miles, it is maintained 
through voluntary and public involvement in cooperation with the USDA Forest Service and BLM. The 
following are the key takeaways from a conversation with Bill Manning, Executive Director of The Colorado 
Trails Foundation.

THE COLORADO TRAIL- Colorado

Local
Work with local businesses 
who benefit from increased 
recreational tourism as a 
result of the Trail. 

Organization
Management Plan which 
spells out responsibilities 
of all jurisdictions or 
organizations involved. 

Balance
Balance increased 
numbers of users while 
trying to preserve the user 
experience and the land. 

Funding
Funding for the trail and 
organization comes from 
user fees, membership and 
grants.

The Tahoe Rim Trail is 165+ mile single-track trail open to hiking, equestrians and mountain biking. The 
trail circumnavigates the ridge lines of the Lake Tahoe Basin crossing six counties, four National Forests, 
three wilderness areas, two states and one state park. The following are a few of the key facts from 
Morgan Fessler Steel, Executive Director of the Tahoe Rail Trail Associations by means of a completed 
questionnaire. 

TAHOE RIM TRAIL - California
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LEADERSHIP & 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE
LEADERSHIP AND ADVOCACY 
 
The scope and size of the Ring trail system lends itself to the 
establishment of a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization to serve 
as the advocate, facilitator, fund-raiser, project manager and 
liaison between the many agencies, landowners and local 
communities. The Ring the Peak 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization (Ring non-profit) will serve as a catalyst for 
implementation, development, completion and operation 
of the Ring and, working with the members of the Task 
Force, affiliated businesses and land managing agencies, 
coordinate closing the southwest gap and coordinate long-
term management and maintenance of the entire Ring. The 
Ring the Peak Project Manager (Project Manager) and Task 
Force will assist the Ring non-profit to facilitate and advocate 
for the fulfilment of the vision for the Ring and closure of the 
southwest gap.

The future leadership and organizational structure for the 
Ring is envisioned with TOSC to provide interim leadership for 
the management and development of the Ring trail during the 
formation and establishment of the Ring non-profit.  Roles and 
responsibilities will need to evolve and expand as the focus 
continues to shift from implementation to management of 
this unique recreational resource. The long term and interim 
leadership for the Ring including the roles and responsibilities 
of the Ring non-profit are described in the following pages. 
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LONG TERM ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE
For long-term sustainability of operations and management 
for the entire length of the Ring a clear understanding of the 
roles and responsibility of each party will be critical. The 
long-term organizational structure for the operation and 
management of the Ring is illustrated in Exhibit 4.1. The Ring 
non-profit will consist of a board of directors, Project Manager, 
additional Ring non-profit staff and volunteers. Within the 
long term organizational structure the Ring non-profit will:
• Advocate for the Ring and seek its full completion, 

protection, preservation and funding with members 
of local, state and federal agencies and private land 
managing agencies

• Assist with obtaining the necessary approvals and 
acquisitions for constructing and maintaining the Ring

• Build strong relationships with officials at the local, state 
and federal levels and seek champions in city halls  and 
the state capitol to celebrate and spearhead the mission 
of the Ring 

• Apply relevant regulations and procedures to shape the 
strategic direction and policies of the Ring

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Ring non-profit board of directors will help further the 
goals and vision of the Ring with the acknowledgment these 
roles and responsibilities may evolve over time. The Ring non-
profit board of directors will apply their expertise in outdoor 
recreation, trail management, marketing, law and fundraising 
to the development of strategic direction and policies for the 
Ring. The Ring non-profit board of directors will select the Ring 
non-profit staff such as the Project Manager. The Ring non-
profit board of directors will collaborate with the Task Force,  
to identify the direction for successful completion, operations 
and management of the Ring. The Ring non-profit board of 
directors will convene regularly as needed to advance the 
goals and objectives established in the Plan. 

TASK FORCE
Acting as the advisory group in cooperation initially with the 
TOSC board of directors and later with the Ring non-profit 
board of directors, the Task Force will contribute to shaping 
the strategic direction and policies of the Ring. The TOSC 
board of directors and staff will establish the Task Force early 
into the implementation of this Plan to provide assurance 
that the diverse spectrum of Ring users is represented in the 
direction and policies of the Plan moving forward. In the long 

Exhibit 4.1
LONG-TERM ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
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term organizational structure Task Force members will be 
selected by the Ring non-profit board of directors. This Task 
Force, consisting of seven interest areas, will have specific 
roles, functions and processes. The Task Force will champion  
implementation strategies and policies for the completion 
and management of the Ring and assist in identifying 
resources to put these implementation strategies and policies 
into action.  Task Force members will provide valuable input 
for the Ring non-profit board of directors to consider when 
implementing the Plan recommendations. The Task Force 
will assist in providing an open communication link to all 
interested parties affected by decisions of the Ring non-profit 
The Task Force will utilize their experience and knowledge to 
assist the Ring non-profit and Project Manager in resolving 
management problems along the trail system corridor as 
they arise. Members of the Task Force are recommended 
from the following:
• United States Forest Service and Bureau of Land 

Management
• Colorado Parks and Wildlife
• Local government representatives (representing 

municipal, county or city officials) 
• Outdoor recreation industry 
• Environmental organizations
• Property Owners
• Trail users (representing all types including hiking, biking, 

equestrian, motorized, etc.)

Task Force members will be able to demonstrate interest and 
experience with the issues throughout the Ring. Members 
must be capable of representing their respective interests 
while working as productive members in a team setting. The 
Task Force will meet a minimum of once each quarter.

PROJECT MANAGER
The Project Manager will carry out the implementation 
strategies for the Ring to close the southwest gap under the 
direction of the Ring non-profit board of directors to ensure the 
leadership and organizational vision for the Ring continues to 
be maintained and developed. The Project Manager will serve 
as the Ring trail system central manager and will: 
• Identify and prioritize funding opportunities for Plan 

implementation
• Serve as the liaison between the Task Force, stakeholders, 

the Ring non-profit and land managing agencies
• Work under the direction of the Ring non-profit and in 

conjunction with community groups, private landowners, 
and government agencies

• Convene and attend Task Force meetings
• Coordinate gaining needed access, acquisitions and 

easements, etc. 
• Oversee the plan to close the southwest gap in the Ring
• Coordinate trail construction for the Ring
• Coordinate long-term management and maintenance of 

the Ring
• Coordinate evaluation and monitoring of the Ring
• Gather user, community and stakeholder input and 

feedback
• Identify changes in program and approach
• Identify and Implement marketing strategies to promote 

the Ring   
• Seek funding, in particular for acquisitions, approval 

processes and construction. 

The Project Manager and the Ring non-profit board of 
directors will coordinate and collaborate with the Task Force, 
government agencies, stakeholders and private land owners 
for the completion, promotion and management of the Ring. 
The Project Manager may work with additional staff and 
volunteers for any of these responsibilities. 

INTERIM ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE
Exhibit 4.2 outlines the organizational management structure 
for the Ring in the interim until the formation of the Ring non-
profit. After being established by the TOSC board of directors 
and staff the Task Force will provide interim recommendations 
to the TOSC board of directors and staff until the Ring non-
profit is formally established.  This will allow various agencies 
and organizations to be involved with and be a part of the 
early Plan implementation and management. 

The opinions and insights of Task Force will be especially 
valuable in the development of strategic policies and direction 
for the Ring. The Task Force will utilize their experience and 
knowledge to assist the TOSC board of directors and staff in 
developing the Ring non-profit  and addressing management 
problems along the trail system corridor as they arise. 
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TOSC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In the interim the TOSC board of directors and staff will fill the 
role of the Ring non-profit until the Ring non-profit is formed 
and operational. The TOSC board of directors will maintain 
the momentum for completing the Ring and assist in guiding 
the creation of the Ring non-profit. The board of directors will 
meet to discuss the Ring as needed to discuss immediate 
concerns and identify changes in program and approach until 
the formation of the Ring non-profit.   

TOSC STAFF
TOSC staff will carry out the implementation strategies for the 
management of the Ring project and to close the southwest 
gap under the direction of the TOSC board of directors to 
ensure the leadership and organizational vision for the Ring 
continues to be maintained and developed. TOSC staff will: 
• Form the Ring the Peak non-profit as a Colorado 501(c)

(3) non-profit organization
• Work with the TOSC board of directors to establish the 

Task Force  

The TOSC board of directors and staff will coordinate and 
collaborate with the Task Force, government agencies and 
private land owners during the establishment of the Ring non-
profit. 

Exhibit 4.2
INTERIM ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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TRAIL DEVELOPMENT & 
IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the Plan is intended to help the 
collaborating private, public and non-profit entities make the 
completion of the Ring into a reality and will require:  
• A commitment on the part of decision makers and the 

public to close the southwest gap
• Approval from the land owners or land managers through 

each new segment of trail
• Trail construction 
• Funding 
• Ongoing trail maintenance and repair

A critical next step in the Ring implementation process is to 
clarify and formalize jurisdictional responsibilities for each trail 
segment. Regular maintenance of the Ring and associated 
support facilities contribute to successful operation of the 
Ring. However, with multiple jurisdictions, agency involvement 
and ownership of land along the proposed trail corridor, it 
is necessary to have a clear understanding, with written 
agreement between the agencies at the onset of the efforts, 
to close the southwest gap in the Ring and identify the roles 
and responsibilities of each agency related to the entire Ring.  
Because the project crosses multiple jurisdictions and land 
managing agencies, it will be important to have each entity 
understand their role as well as who will take the lead and 
when. 

TRAIL PLANNING
In accordance with the overall vision and goals for the Plan, the 
recommended trail corridor alignment is designed to provide 
a quality trail experience in a manner that is sustainable 
and responsive to the surrounding natural environment. 
To support and sustain the variety and level of expected 
use the proposed trail corridor for the Ring needs to be a 
resilient system consisting of a wide array of well planned, 
designed, constructed and managed trails that are supported 
by a mosaic of public and private interests. The Ring should 
inspire stewardship and invite people of all ages and abilities 
and from all backgrounds to enjoy the Ring and use them to 
connect to their public lands while protecting and conserving 
natural and cultural resources. 
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The Ring non-profit and Project Manager will support trail 
planning efforts as follows:

• Coordinate with responsible land managing 
agencies for in the field interpretation of the 
proposed trail corridor to close the southwest gap 
as identified in this Plan

• Help determine what approvals and acquisitions 
are needed and facilitate approval processes and 
acquisitions

• Assist in identifying enhancements to existing 
segments of the Ring where appropriate, such as 
erosion control measures, connector trails, loop 
trails, spur trails and water sources 

• Engage and assist agencies, such as Teller County 
or the Palmer Land Trust, in land and easement 
acquisition from property owners to replace 
segments on or along roads with trails

TRAIL CONSTRUCTION
The Ring non-profit and the Project Manager will work with 
land managers to establish trail design standards for the 
Ring to serve as technical guidelines for the survey, design, 
construction and maintenance of the proposed trail corridor. 
These criteria include: appropriate uses, tread, surface, 
grade, cross slope, clearing and turns. The scale and scope 
of the trail to close the gap in the Ring will benefit from a 
combination of trail construction efforts from professional 
trail construction services (contractor) and volunteer groups. 
The Ring non-profit and Project Manager will support and 
assist land managing agencies with trail construction efforts 
by:  

• Assist land managing agencies in the assessment 
of each segment of the proposed trail corridor for 
suitability for trail contractor or volunteer efforts

• Assist as needed in selecting, hiring, and monitoring 
contractors and contract work

• Act as the liaison to volunteer groups 
• Coordinate volunteer efforts with contractor work
• Assist in identifying and obtaining grants, donations, 

and other funding sources for trail construction.
• Assist in outreach and notification efforts to 

landowners and managing agencies when trail 
construction is to begin adjacent to their respective 
properties

TRAIL MAINTENANCE 
Trail maintenance is critical to sustaining the Ring.  
Maintenance needs should be evaluated and prioritized. 
Maintenance of the Ring will be accomplished through the 
joint effort of many volunteer, local, state and federal agencies. 
The maintenance needs of the Ring will vary along different 
trail segments, depending on surface and design, surrounding 
landscape, land managing agencies and other factors. The 
Ring non-profit and Project Manager will support and assist 
land managers and land managing agencies in implementing 
the Ring maintenance standards and strategies. The Ring 
non-profit and the Project Manager will work closely with 
local and regional volunteer groups for a variety of tasks 
to support and sustain the Ring. The Ring non-profit, Task 
Force and the Project Manager will examine the possibility of 
creating an Adopt-a-Trail program to fund new construction, 
repair, renovation, maps, trail brochures, facilities (bike 
racks, picnic areas, birding equipment) and  maintenance 
support. The Project Manager will act as liaison and assist 
in coordinating maintenance efforts with the land managing 
agencies and with volunteer groups. Maintenance of the Ring 
trail is the responsibility of each respective jurisdiction, but 
volunteers groups will be an important component of trail 
maintenance work, supported by and with the approval of the 
land managing agencies. 

Photo by Friends of the Peak
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The role of the Ring non-profit and Project Manager in support 
of maintenance of the Ring will be to:  

• Pursue memorandums of understanding with land 
managing agencies around the Ring

• Support the assessment of maintenance needs 
and help determine the best course of action and 
prioritize needs and actions

• Assist in maintenance efforts of local, state and 
federal agencies

• Connect volunteers and volunteer programs with 
needed projects and events

• Support efforts to provide notice of temporary 
closure of trails in order to conduct repairs, maintain 
public safety and reestablish vegetation

• Designate reference point locations along the Ring 
for trail maintenance and monitoring

The Ring non-profit and the Project Manager will assist land 
managing agencies in identifying and coordinating potential 
volunteer projects and maintenance efforts that may include:  

• Develop a core group of trail maintenance 
volunteers that have completed basic training 
regarding trail construction and maintenance 
techniques 

• Help establish an Adopt-a-Trail program to ensure 
that trail conditions are monitored and documented 
annually

• Utilize and coordinate with volunteers and user 
groups to accomplish relevant tasks

• Assist land managing agencies in ensuring trail 
repairs shall be as sustainable as possible and 
maintain natural and cultural resource values

• Support efforts to close social trails to protect 
sensitive natural resources, wildlife and public and 
private lands

• Facilitate efforts to coordinate annual trails 
maintenance by assembling resource, maintenance, 
and ranger staff as well as pertinent volunteers 
to jointly assess maintenance needs and help 
determine the best course of action

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
Construction of the proposed trail corridor requires the 
USFS and BLM to conduct an environmental review under 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) where it is 
proposed on federal land. The Ring non-profit and Project 
Manager will support the BLM and USFS in conducting the 
environmental review under NEPA. 

RIGHT-OF-WAY & ACCESS 
EASEMENT  ACQUISITION
The proposed trail corridor presented in this Plan traverses 
through federal, state, county, city, and private lands. This trail 
corridor was created with the understanding that partnership 
with private landowners and easements would be critical to 
the trail corridor’s success. 

LAND ACQUISITION PLAN 
The development of a land acquisition plan will help the 
Ring non-profit and Project Manager support and assist 
an acquisition agency, such as Teller County or the Palmer 
Land Trust, in the creation of a roadmap that can be followed 
throughout the acquisition process. This Plan identifies 
potential methods of trail access to complete the southwest 
gap in the Ring. The Project Manager, Ring non-profit, and 
the acquisition agency will work together to decide on the 
appropriate method for each parcel to secure trail access 
for the Ring. The potential methods of acquisition described 
below are meant to be used as tools for securing trail access. 
The Ring non-profit and Project Manager will support the 
acquisition agency.

POTENTIAL METHODS OF 
ACQUISITION 
DONATION
Normally, acquisition for parks, trails and open space requires 
some interest in land to be donated by the landowner 
or purchased by a governmental agency or a non-profit 
organization. Donation has also been used as a tool to avoid 
inheritance tax, capital gains taxes and other property taxes. 
Many times the term dedication is used synonymously with 
the term donation. It is important to note that dedication 
arrangements are specifically controlled by state statute and 
those statutes may control what types of specific interests 
may be transferred.

PUBLIC TRUST
The creation of a public trust can be thought of as the 
common-law version of a statutory dedication. In its most 
basic form, a public trust doctrine stems from the idea that 
some types of natural resources should be held in trust for 
the benefit of the general public.

LEASE
Under a typical lease scenario, the subject land is rented from 
the landowner by the acquiring agency for a set term and 
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for public use. The Ring non-profit and Project Manager will 
engage agencies such as Teller County and Palmer Land 
Trust to secure right-of-way Use Permits from the Colorado 
Department of Transportation and Teller County Department 
of Transportation to use the right-of-way along HWY 67 and 
CR-81 for the Ring. For right-of-way access and easement 
acquisition associated with the  Ring, the Ring non-profit and 
Project Manager will: 

• Align the interests of property owners and land 
preservation agencies, such as Teller County  or 
Palmer Land Trust

• Build relationships with private property owners
• Work with land managing agencies to establish 

memorandums of understanding, agreements etc., 
with state and federal departments,  municipalities 
and private landowners.  

price.  Land leases may vary greatly in term, price, purpose 
and form.   

TRAIL EASEMENT
Under a typical easement agreement, only those uses and 
interests set out in the easement agreement are transferred 
to the grantee.  Easements for trails are typically permanent 
in nature whereby the underlying ownership is retained by 
the landowner, but access is permanently allowed over the 
property. A public access easement is normally permanent in 
nature and, as the name implies, grants the public access to 
a specific property when a full conservation or preservation 
easement is not required. The conditions of use attributable 
to the easement are defined in the easement agreement itself
.
FEE SIMPLE ACQUISITION
In a fee simple acquisition, the landowner conveys full title 
to the land and the entire “bundle of property rights” to the 
grantee.  This includes the right to possess the land, use the 
land, exclude others from the land and to alienate or sell the 
land. A fee purchase scenario may be the preferred method of 
acquisition; however, some factors may limit the ability of the 
acquiring organization in exercising a fee simple purchase of 
the land to be used as a trail.  

CONSERVATION EASEMENT
 A conservation easement is a voluntary agreement that a
landowner may enter into with a qualified conservation 
organization (typically a land trust, such as Palmer Land 
Trust), restricting particular development and uses of the 
landowner’s property in order to protect certain resources. 
The landowner retains ownership of the property after a 
conservation easement is conveyed. The conservation 
easement conveys certain rights to the property to the 
designated land trust. A conservation easement does not 
have to encompass an entire parcel of land. A conservation 
easement may include public access but also might not.
What public access is included depends on the specifics of 
the conservation easement. Conservation easements are 
perpetual and every conservation easement is unique and 
subject to conditions agreed upon by the parties.

RIGHT OF WAY
Portions of the proposed trail corridor is on the right of way 
(ROW) of HWY 67 and CR-81. This is public ROW for Colorado 
Department of Transportation (HWY 67) and Teller County 
(CR-81) who reserve the right to ensure ROW availability 
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MANAGEMENT
The strategy of this Plan for trail management and 
maintenance is to maintain the functional use of the Ring, 
eliminate potential hazards, provide for public safety, 
protect natural resources and maintain the aesthetic quality 
of the trail’s environment. A wide variety of management 
tools can be employed to address management needs. 
Management of the Ring will be accomplished through a 
cooperative management structure requiring the resources 
and assistance of numerous collaborating entities.  The Ring 
travels through numerous jurisdictions, each with their unique 
mix of assets, capabilities, needs, goals and political priorities.  
Management will be the responsibility of each land managing 
agency through which the Ring travels. Management of the 
Ring will require regular inspections and maintenance of trails 
to identify and correct existing or potential problems, ensure 
public safety and minimize liability. The frequency of trail 
inspections and maintenance will be dependent on seasons, 
weather conditions and staff and volunteer availability. 
When necessary easements may determine the need for the 
acquisition of indemnification and liability insurance. 

The Ring non-profit and the Project Manager will assist land 
managing agencies in developing and implementing policies 
and procedures to guide the maintenance efforts of volunteers, 
community service groups and work crews. The Ring non-
profit and the Project Manager will assist and support day-
to-day operational and administrative tasks performed by 
governments and volunteer groups. This strategy will allow 
for leveraging the financial and labor resources of various 
agencies to manage multiple lengths of the trail.   This will 
also allow individual jurisdictions the flexibility to address 
site-specific conditions while accomplishing the overall goal 
of a unified trail system. The Ring non-profit will:

• Assist land managing agencies in the overall 
management of the Ring 

• Work with the Task Force to identify and leverage 
the unique mix of assets, capabilities, needs, 
goals and political priorities of the numerous local 
jurisdictions involved in the Ring

• Act as liaison between these entities to ensure the 
successful management and completion of the Ring 

• Assist stakeholders and land managing agencies 
in the application of consistent management 
strategies along the Ring

• Provide local jurisdictions with flexibility to address 

site-specific conditions while accomplishing the 
overall goal of a unified Ring 

• Actively support public agencies and private land 
owners to discourage and prevent trespassing and 
the development of social trails on private lands 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
A regional destination trail like the Ring offers distinct 
opportunities and experiences. However, it is not enough to 
build the trail.  Programs need to be implemented that  attract 
users, develop and tailor small businesses to capture the Ring 
spending, market the Ring as a destination and hold events at 
key sites along the Ring. The Ring non-profit and the Project 
Manager will: 

• Coordinate with the adjacent communities, such as 
Victor and Cripple Creek

• Act as a catalyst for local economic opportunities 
associated with the Ring

• Partner with organizations such as the Pikes 
Peak Outdoor Recreation Alliance to identify new 
strategies and support for the Ring

• Assist outreach efforts to local businesses on the 
economic potential of the Ring 

• Support marketing by communities along the Ring 
as portals through which the trail may be accessed

• Assist in the identification of additional economic 
opportunities throughout the Ring in the form of 
outfitters, guides, shuttles, campsites, cabins, 
restaurants, bed and breakfasts and hotels 

EDUCATION & PROMOTION
The promotion and marketing of any trail project requires 
creativity, time and funding. To implement and support such an 
endeavor as the Ring requires promotion and marketing. The 
success of completing the Ring depends on potential users 
and supporters’  awareness of its existence. It is important to 
ensure that appropriate means are used to inform the public 
about the Ring and the wide range of user experiences and 
trail characteristics it encompasses.  Multiple access points 
and connections to communities present both challenges 
and benefits to the recreation market for the Ring. To realize 
these opportunities for the Ring, the Ring non-profit and Task 
Force will: 

• Assist in identifying new and burgeoning avenues 
for destination trail tourism 

• Support education efforts on the rich cultural history 
and scenic resources that will be available at the 
completion of the Ring 
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• Reach out to media to provide publicity for the Ring 
• Maintain and update the Ring website and 

e-newsletters  
• Communicate rules and regulations to trail users 

through trailhead signage and website
• Develop and implement educational information 

and outreach programs to enhance protection and 
enjoyment of the Ring

• Assist in addressing the growing need for providing 
information to trail users regarding basic facts, such 
as access points and trail routing

• Assist in the placement of wayfinding signage, rules 
of use signage, trail map signage and regulatory 
signage at key locations along the Ring

• Coordinate and facilitate the periodic assessment 
of signage to ensure the placement is serving the 
intended purpose

SPECIAL EVENTS & PERMITTING
Issuing permits for organized events on the Ring is the 
responsibility of the managing agency or jurisdiction of the 
property on which the Ring is present. Coordination and 
issuing of permits will be accomplished by the managing 
agency where the entire trail or where a significant majority 
crosses more than one jurisdiction. Special use permitting 
for events staged on or associated with the Ring will be 
conducted in accordance with special use laws, regulations, 
policy, guidelines and this Plan. The Ring non-profit will 
support managing agencies of the properties along the Ring 
and will: 

• Assist land managing agencies to ensure special 
use permitting for events staged on or associated 
with the Ring will be conducted in accordance with 
special use laws, regulations, policies and guidelines 
of land managing agencies 

• Support the efforts of land managing agencies to 
manage activities throughout the entire length of 
the Ring in accordance with land, social, wilderness, 
and other constraints 

• Create a resource manual to guide event 
coordinators for staging events and navigating the 
permitting process.

• Work with event coordinators to incorporate 
sustainable Leave No Trace principles when 
planning and holding events along the Ring 

• Maintain a calendar of events permitted along the 
Ring

FUNDING & FINANCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 
Management and maintenance of the Ring requires ongoing 
and reliable resources.  Throughout the development of the 
Plan, stakeholders repeatedly advocated ongoing responsible 
management of the Ring including trail maintenance, 
prevention and closure of social trails, preservation and 
enhancement of natural resources with special emphasis on 
bighorn sheep and watersheds, protection of private property 
owner rights, and ongoing education and enforcement of 
rules and regulations.  The Plan acknowledges that land 
managing agencies currently have limited funding and 
resources available to support the Ring and future funding 
is uncertain. The existing programs benchmarked for this 
Plan provide a range of funding strategies and mechanisms 
to be considered. The Ring non-profit and Project Manager, 
in partnership with land management agencies and 
stakeholders, will actively explore and evaluate long-term 
funding sources and mechanisms such as donations and 
memberships, operational grants and partnerships, parking 
passes, dedicated use taxes, commercial permits, and user 
fees to support the long-term sustainability of the Ring. 
Potential options for grant and fundraising sources include:
• Allocations from municipal government
• Grants from non-profit foundations
• Donations and sponsorships from businesses
• Donations from individuals
• In-kind and donated services in the form of materials, 

labor, equipment, operators
• State and federal grant programs
• Support from tourism and recreation taxes and fees

ENFORCEMENT
The Ring travels through numerous local jurisdictions, 
each with their unique mix of goals, rules and resources for 
enforcement. The rules and enforcement of these rules will be 
the responsibility of the managing agency or law enforcement 
agency through whose jurisdiction the proposed alignment 
for the Ring crosses. The Ring non-profit and the Project 
Manager will support and coordinate with local jurisdictions 
and managing agencies to:

• Facilitate engagement efforts with land managers 
to establish common consistent rules and 
regulations for the entire Ring 

• Support the establishment and distribution of 
protocols for trail supporters, trail users, volunteers 
and property owners to report enforcement issues
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• Establish a volunteer trail ambassador program to 
support local jurisdictions and managing agencies 
to provide a welcoming presence along the Ring and 
at trailheads

EMERGENCY SERVICES
The size, scope, remoteness and diversity of jurisdictions 
along the total length of the Ring is a challenge for emergency 
service providers. Existing emergency service providers within 
the Pikes Peak region will be responsible for the segment 
of the Ring within their jurisdiction.  The Ring non-profit will 
support local emergency services and will: 

• Work with emergency service providers to identify 
and map geographic service areas and access 
points along the Ring 

• Assist in determining landmarks and other location 
reference points to designate locations along a trail 
to be used by emergency response

• Work with emergency service providers to create 
educational information for trail users at trailhead 
signage and on the Ring website

• Assist in the equipping of trail volunteers with basic 
safety protocols 

• Support efforts to ensure volunteer projects have 
a safety plan in place and emergency service 
providers are informed of trail events and work days

EPILOGUE 
The Ring Master Plan is rooted in the hopes, dreams and 
vision of many trail users that have aspired to one day 
circumnavigate Pikes Peak.   The Plan represents significant 
compromise on the trail alignment, made possible by a firm 
and enduring belief by all stakeholders that the development 
of a unique trail experience around the Peak is a worthy goal 
to enthusiastically pursue.   It is this enthusiasm and focus, 
more than financial resources, that will be needed to sustain 
the efforts to realize implementation.  

Few trails circumnavigate a natural feature as iconic as 
Pikes Peak, passing through a broad spectrum of geologic 
provinces, ecological life zones and vegetation communities 
from alpine tundra to wet meadow marshes.  The Ring, by 
virtue of its geographic expanse, its route through diverse 
local, state and federal lands around Pikes Peak and its 
cornucopia of natural and cultural resources, has the unique 
potential to provide visitors with an inspirational outdoor 
experience, attain national and international recognition and 
invigorate the economies of local communities.  

Implementation is where the recommendations in this Plan 
can come to life. Taking action on the items and opportunities 
identified in this Plan honors the efforts and countless 
hours dedicated by the Project Team, stakeholders and 
the community during the planning process, as well as the 
decades of effort from many agencies’ staffs and nonprofit 
volunteers that formed the existing parts of the Ring.  The 
recommendations emerging out of this Plan portray the 
dedication of stakeholders and the community to not only 
complete the Ring, but do it in ways that enhance recreational 
experiences, are environmentally sustainable, protect and 
preserve natural resources, expand community outreach and 
maintain visitor safety.  

The tremendous progress toward completing and managing 
the Ring could not have been made without the support and 
dedication of the Project Team, stakeholders, landowners 
and surrounding communities, as noted throughout this 
Plan. Looking ahead, these partnerships will continue to be 
extremely important in the coming years to complete the 
Ring and manage it in a sustainable manner for the future. 
With approval of this Plan TOSC, FOTP and the City of 
Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services, 
the sponsors and grant recipients, confirm their dedication to 
completing the Ring and managing the entire trail in a manner 
that is thoughtful, community driven, conscientious of natural 
resources and considerate of future generations. 
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